Thin-walled composite structures, typically modeled as Cosserat continua during the design phase, are of particular importance in aerospace and automotive applications. At the dawn of industrial scale adoption of advanced fibre placement technology, it became viable to better exploit the directional properties of composite materials. In the recent past, numerous researches were devoted to the design of shells with optimal anisotropy. In the present work, combined stiffness tailoring and shape optimal design is proposed that is naturally facilitated in a non-uniform rational B-spline based isogeometric approach. Spatial variation of stiffness properties is parameterised by means of lamination parameters and the thickness of the shell. Shape changes are easily achieved by modifying selected control point co-ordinates and weights. The method of successive approximations has been employed to solve the optimisation problem. The formulation is separable in terms of sizing variables, however, separability of the shape design problem is not enforced. The design framework is verified through selected compliance minimisation problems.
I. Introduction
In the past decades, several studies have been dedicated to enhance the performance of laminated composite structures by tailoring local stiffness properties. Different design strategies have been developed that can be best classified as the way spatial variation of material anisotropy has been parameterised. As common feature of most methods, design is almost exclusively performed using an inextensible Cosserat shell theory with neglected shear flexibility, i.e. the classical lamination theory is invoked.
Direct parameterisation of fibre angle variation over the design domain was a natural choice as advanced fibre placement machines started to emerge. Fibre paths were typically assumed to take the form of (piecewise) continuous curves defined by a few parameters only.
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Reducing the set of design variables makes the approach particularly attractive for design optimisation. Continuity of the fibre courses are naturally preserved on the expense of a limited design space. It is noted however that an extension for non-developable surfaces is not straightforward, and applicability greatly depends on intrinsic surface measures.
Stiffness variation can also be defined as a function of local design variables defined per elements or nodes within a finite element context. Noting that the number of variables is related to the fidelity of the discretisation, employing local variables greatly extends the design space in general. Depending on the set of design variables two subclasses may be distinguished.
Design of variable stiffness panels using fibre angles as continuous variables that define the local stacking sequences was one of the earliest concepts. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] It is well known, however, that the local design problem is non-convex when paremeterised employing fibre orientations, which limits the use of traditional gradient based optimisers. Moreover, the number of variables increases proportionally with the number of layers in the stacking sequence. Preserving continuity of the fibre angles over the entire design domain compounds additional difficulties.
Alternatively, spatial variation of the stiffness properties may be defined by a finite set of continuous variables called lamination parameters.
perspectives. First of all, no explicit knowledge is required about the stacking sequence that obviates proliferation of local design variables. The feasible region in lamination parameter space is know to be convex, 18 which is well suited for efficient gradient based optimisers. While the feasible space for membrane or bending only cases can be given analytically, 19 currently no closed form solution for the combined feasible domain is known. Therefore it is typically approximated by a set of linear constraints obtained through successive convex hull approximations.
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The difficulty associated with the imposition of strength constraints has been recently alleviated by formulating a conservative strain based failure envelope.
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Optimal design obtained in lamination parameter space requires further post-processing, i.e. local stacking sequences need to be retrieved that also comply with known fabrication constraints.
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Essentially, structural sizing and shape optimisation can be easily coupled 23 and this greatly extends the feasible design space. In the current work, a non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) based isogeometric design approach is proposed. It is intended to show that incorporating both sizing and shape design at an early design phase may substantially improve the performance of the final product.
The current work is built-up as follows. A short discussion of isogeometric analysis including the underlying geometric aspects is presented in section II. The design framework is introduced in III. The optimisation formulation is presented in section IV. The results of selected problems are discussed in section V and the work is concluded in section VI.
II. Fundamentals of NURBS-based isogeometric analysis
In the past two decades non-uniform rational B-splines inevitably became the standard apparatus for geometric representation in computer-aided design (CAD).
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Primarily for this reason, NURBS have been originally employed in isogeometric analysis, a novel branch of computational sciences.
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The approach represents a giant leap toward the synthesis between CAD and numerical analysis by alleviating the difficulties and inaccuracies primarily originating from the different geometric representations employed for design and analysis.
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More recent works unveiled several superior properties of the method over standard polynomial based finite element analysis in approximating the solution of a wide range of partial differential equations.
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The listed arguments make the isogeometric concept extremely attractive for design optimisation.
II.A. Rational B-spline surfaces
In general, a rational B-spline surface in the d-dimensional space is a piecewise rational surface composed as the linear combination of bivariate rational basis functions and the associated coefficients, commonly referred to as control points located in R d . Before giving the general formula of the surface however, some fundamental ideas are discussed.
First, the two-dimensional parametric space is introduced as the domainΩ :
The parametric space is partitioned along both directions by means of knot vectors each comprising a set of non-decreasing real numbers called knots, i.e.
where p, q, n, and m represent the degree and number of univariate spline basis functions defined on the corresponding knot vectors. Basically, knots play the role of co-ordinates in the parametric space. The characteristic intervals
] are termed knot span and patch, respectively. Interior knots may be placed equidistantly or in a non-uniform fashion. While p + 1 and q + 1 multiplicity of the first and last knots yields open knot vectors and ensures endpoint interpolation of the surface, multiple interior knots reduce the continuity locally. Given the knot vectors, the bivariate rational basis functions are furnished as
where N i,p (ξ) and N j,q (η) are univariate spline basis functions defined recursively on Ξ and H, respectively.
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The basis functions are non-negative, have a compact support, and constitute partition of unity at each parametric location. The symbol w i,j in equation (2) denotes the individual weights associated with each control points.
Combining the control points P i,j with the rational basis functions furnishes the piecewise smooth geometrical mapping 27, 31 F :Ω − → Ω connecting the parametric and physical spaces such that
Basically, the geometrical mapping parameterises the physical domain. It has a piecewise smooth inverse, i.e. F −1
: Ω − →Ω, and both F and F
−1
have non-singular Jacobians. The image of the geometrical mapping is a rational surface in R d , which is denoted by r. The set of control points form an n×m control net. Setting all weights to unity naturally reduces equation (2) to bivariate spline basis functions and as a consequence the image of the mapping in equation (3) yields a B-spline surface. Rational surfaces are often presented as the projected image of a B-spline surface in R d+1 defined by the control points of homogeneous form,
Essential geometric algorithms, e.g. knot refinement or order elevation, are performed on the homogeneous control net, which therefore plays a key role in generic computer-aided design.
II.B. Basics of isogeometric shell analysis
The isogeometric approach invokes the isoparametric concept, i.e. the solution of the physical problem is approximated using the basis functions used to describe the geometry. The NURBS space in Ω is given by the relation
which is the push-forward of the NURBS space on the patch inΩ.
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Conceptually, the numerical solution of a boundary value problem is sought in V n,m such that given boundary conditions are satisfied.
Considering an arbitrary admissible variation of the shell's mid-surface δr and using the principal of virtual work, the static weak form of equilibrium is furnished as
where δW i and δW e denote the virtual work of internal and external forces, respectively. The symbols A, B, and D stand for the forth order membrane, coupling, and bending stiffness tensors, respectively. The symbols and ρ represent the relative membrane and bending strain measures, both being second order tensors.
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Following standard linearisation arguments, discretising equation (6), and invoking the isoparametric concept yields the well know consistent arrays used to approximate the structural response in a finite dimensional space defined in equation (5).
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For an elaborate discussion on the isogeometric formulation of the KirchoffLove shell element the reader is directed to the work of Kiendl et al.
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III. Isogeometric shell design framework
III.A. Design parameterisation
In the proposed isogeometric design framework, properties and/or design variables are naturally defined at the control points. While the set of shape design variables comprises selected control point co-ordinates and weights, the selection of sizing variables that reflect local changes in the stiffness requires somewhat more attention. Essentially, spatial variation of the stiffness over the design domain is uniquely defined by the set of twelve continuous parameters known as lamination parameters, 34 and the shell's thickness. Considering symmetric laminates, i.e. B = 0, the number of lamination parameters is reduced to eight. Thus, in-plane and out-of-plane lamination parameters can be introduced as
wherez = z/h is the normalised through-the-thickness coordinate of the layers, 35 h is the total thickness of the laminate, and θ(z) is the fibre angle atz. Note that lamination parameters are related through the trigonometric functions used in their definition. At this point, the membrane and bending stiffness tensors can be defined as a linear function of the lamination parameters
where Γ j (j = 0, . . . , 4) are tensors in terms of laminate invariants.
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All tensors in equation (8) are in Cartesian basis. In the current work we further narrow our discussion to balanced laminates, i.e. V i = W i = 0 with i = 2, 4. Hence, the total number of variables that uniquely define a laminate is reduced to five. Variable stiffness designs are easily established by associating distinct stiffness tensors, as defined in equation (8) , with the control points and interpolate from control points to the shell's mid-surface as detailed in section III.B. The general dependence of the constitutive law on the reference configuration is emphasized 32 that needs to be reflected once performing combined sizing and shape design.
III.B. Interpolation schemes
An important distinction is made between the mapping of typical properties and stiffness terms from control points contained in the convex hull to the parametric space. Evaluation of typical quantities, such as structural volume, requires regular spline interpolation to compute properties associated with a given parametric location that is written as
where i, j, and b denote the NURBS co-ordinates 31 and an arbitrary property, respectively. In order to ensure continuous variation of the resultant forces, the generic stiffness tensor C is interpolated in a inverse sense 15, 37 such that
Note that the inverse of the stiffnes tensor is the compliance tensor, which gives equation (10) physical meaning. It is interesting to note that the delineated continuous sizing approach relies on the convex hull property of the underlying geometry, thereby ensuring the global stiffness matrix to remain positive definite during the sizing procedure.
III.C. Multilevel design
Despite the fact that sizing and shape optimal design may be combined in a straightforward fashion, it is essential to treat the two sets of design variables separately while aiming for an enhanced design strategy. Basically, increasing the number of sizing variables enables to distribute stiffness more effectively affecting the local stress field more accurately with a moderate increase in computational cost. On the contrary, enriching the shape design space and performing shape design and analysis at identical level of refinement may yield shapes that results in high local strain gradients, a generally undesired feature. In order to resolve this inherent difficulty a multilevel approach of narrow-tree form was proposed.
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Consequently, design variables sufficient to alter the shape at a reasonable fidelity are defined at a coarse grid, i.e. upper level, while sizing variables are defined in a more refined lower level model. Physical and sensitivity analyses of higher accuracy are performed at the refined, i.e. lower level model.
IV. Optimisation formulation
In the present work, stiffness design, formulated as a compliance minimisation problem, of fibre-reinforced composite shells is considered. The compliance is computed as
where f and u stand for the external force vector and the linear displacement response, respectively. Sensitivity of the compliance with respect to an arbitrary design variable x is given as
where K denotes the linear stiffness matrix. The optimisation problem is solved using successive approximations. Due to their computational efficiency, successive approximation methods are widely used in structural optimisation.
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The fundamental idea of the approach is to approximate both objective and constraint functions at a (feasible) design point. The approximations are typically constructed relying on zeroth and first order information. Optimisation is performed on the approximation leading to an updated design. This procedure is repeated until a converged solution is found. For separable problems, each term in the approximation depends on a subset of design variables associated with a control point in the isogeometric framework. Thus, the approximation subproblems can be efficiently solved in a parallel fashion using a dual approach.
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Considering stiffness tailoring, the compliance is approximated reciprocally and linearly in terms of the of the stiffness tensors and the thickness, respectively. The the general form of the separable approximation is furnished as
where i sums over the set of control points S defined in the design formulation. The symbolsΦ m and Φ b denote the compliance sensitivities with respect to the membrane and bending compliance, i.e. inverse stiffness tensors, respectively. The last term in equation (13) denotes explicit derivatives with respect to thickness, i.e. the thickness dependence of the compliance tensors is not taken into account here. Noting that the structural compliance is homogeneous of degree one in terms of both the compliance tensors and the thicknesses and by virtue of Euler's theorem for homogeneous functions, equation (13) can be rewritten
The approximation in equation (14) is convex, but not necessary conservative in general. To alleviate the issue of non-conservativeness a damping term is added to the formulation such that
whereρ represents the damping. The overbar denotes that the damping term is sizing related. Generally, damping is a function of both exact and approximated function values and the design variables in the current and previous iterations, i.e.ρ :
, c,c . Relevant constraint functions are also expanded similarly. It is worth highlighting that each function in the formulation has its own damping term. The damping values are updated in each iteration irrespective whether it is neglected due to nondecreasing objective function value or non-conservativeness of any functions. Thus, depending on previous iterates damping may be increased or decreased. The proposed method is basically a modified version of the conservative convex separable approximations originally proposed by Svanberg.
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Unlike for stiffness tailoring, the approximation employed for shape optimal design is non-separable and can be written as
where s l denotes selected control point co-ordinates. It is interesting to note that the price paid for this lack of separability is not too worrisome. This is due to the fact that shape design variables are typically orders of magnitude smaller than sizing ones. Similarly to sizing, a damping term is employed to ensure conservativeness of the design. An update procedure for the damping term has been implemented as well. For shape optimal design the damping does also depend on the shape change norm matrix, i.e.
, c,c . The shape change norm matrix has been originally introduced by Nagy et al.
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for isogeometric design of elastic arches. The shape change norm matrix for the current shell design problem is given as
where d and I is the characteristic dimension of the geometry, e.g. the diameter of the sphere containing the patch(es), and the 3 by 3 identity tensor.
V. Results
V.A. Problem statement
Isogeometric design of a cantilever plate loaded at its tip is presented. The example problem is illustrated in Figure 1 . Notice that the membrane only nature of the problem, which reduces the sizing design variables to the in-plane lamination parameters and the thicknesses. The initial geometry of the plate can be defined as a bilinear B-spline patch with control points at each corner of the plate. This representation, however, is not adequate for shape design and as a consequence moderate increase in the number of control points, i.e. shape design variables is required. Furthermore, the employed shell formulation is also in need of at least C 2 spline basis functions, i.e. p ≥ 2 and q ≥ 2. To this end, the initial geometry has been k -refined 26 and the biquadratic patch containing 4 by 1 knot spans was both utilised for shape design and also employed as the coarsest computational geometry. Additional multilevel design considerations, discussed in section III.C, require even finer meshes, which are easily obtained through subsequent h-refinement. The model utilised for shape design is depicted in Figure 2 . The first and second principal material directions are defined along the x and y co-ordinate axis, respectively. For brevity, a single index numbering scheme for the control points has been introduced. The example is solved in three different ways. First sizing for optimal anisotropy and shape optimal design will be considered separately, then their combination is discussed. The general form of the optimisation problem is written as
where g lp represents the feasibility constraints on lamination parameters, two for the current problem.
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The symbols V , h L , h U , and A denote the volume, the lower and upper bounds on the thickness, and the area, respectively. The i subscript ranges through all control points, i.e. i = n · m. The zero subscript refers to the nominal design hereinafter. The nominal design is a quasi-isotropic isotropic laminate, i.e. V j = W j = 0 (j = 1, 3), with geometry and material properties as of Figure 1 . Convergence criterion has been set on the objective function such that
Designing for optimal lamination parameter distribution relies on equations (18a) and (18b). Equations (18c) and (18d) are employed as the formulation is extended to include thickness design as well. In that case the volume constraint may be imposed as inequality. Pure shape optimal design makes use of equations (18a), (18c), (18e), and (18f). The volume equality constraint in equation (18c) is used to solve for the thickness and explicitly eliminate it from the formulation. Thus, a single sizing variable is associated with all control points corresponding to a shell of uniform thickness. The optimiser, which relies on projected gradients, 38 solves a problem that contains only shape design variables and the volume constraint is not included. Furthermore, notice that for the given load case the lower and upper bounds on the plate width, see equation (18f), will only be relevant for y 18 and y 13 , respectively. With the same logic, any combination of sizing and shape design can be formulated in a straightforward manner.
V.B. Design for optimal anisotropy
A convergence study for optimal stiffness distribution is presented in Table 1 . Each design was evaluated at the finest mesh containing 32 by 8 knot spans, i.e. elements (e), and the compliance values were normalised with respect to the nominal quasi-isotropic laminate. While optimal constant stiffness (CS) design results in 48 percent improvement, the normalised compliance values is further diminished by an additional 7 percent for the variable stiffness (VS) case. It is interesting to note that all designs were obtained within 3 iterations. Optimal lamination parameter distributions are depicted in Figure 3 . It is important to note that stiffer regions emerge along the top and the bottom edges of the plate. In those areas V 1 = V 3 = 1, which correspond to fibers aligned in the 0
• direction, i.e. collinear to the x co-ordinate axis. On the contrary, the middle of the plate contains softer regions of approximately quasi-isotropic stiffness properties. Including thickness as design variable extends the feasible space and thereby allows further improvements, c.f. Table 2 Figure 3 . In-plane lamination parameter distributions of the optimum variable stiffness plate using 34 by 10 design points to ten times the nominal value, i.e. h U = 10 · h 0 . The results clearly demonstrate that the constraint on the lower bound always remains active and drives the design. Considering the investigated cases, decreasing the lower bound on the thickness may realise an up to 84 percent stiffer structure. Physical insight can be gained by looking at the optimal thickness distribution shown in Figure 4 (c). Thickness is lumped along the bottom and top edges such that the final design is more efficient in balancing the in-plane reaction moment. The thickness build-up becomes more profound as moving closer to the support. Recalling a simple beam analogy, the final design may be viewed as an I-profile of continuously varying flange width correlating with the bending moment distribution along the x-axis. It is also interesting to note that the maximum thickness build-up converges to a plateau as the lower bound is decreased. 
(c) h/h 0 Figure 4 . In-plane lamination parameter and thickness distributions of the optimum variable stiffness and thickness plate using 34 by 10 design points and setting h L = 0.1 · h0
V.C. Shape optimal design
Three cases has been distinguished and investigated when performing shape design of the cantilever plate.
Case 1:
Utilising the single index notation of the control points in Figure 2 , the set of design variables comprises the y co-ordinates of the control points along y = b, i.e. s l = y i with i = 13, . . . , 18. The y co-ordinates of the control points at y = b/2 are related to the design variables such that y j = 0.5 · y i with j = 7, . . . , 12.
Strictly speaking the current problem is more sizing alike in the sense that the optimal design variables will directly reflect the bending moment distribution along the x axis. Shape optimal design of the current case with isotropic material properties has been presented by Wall et al.
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Also, no volume constraint has been imposed in the cited work. In the current problem formulation, however, the volume constraint plays an essential role by providing a fair basis of comparison between the sized only and shape optimal designs.
Case 2:
The set of design variables contains the y co-ordinates of the control points along y = b and y = b/2, i.e. s l = y i with i = 7, . . . , 18. In order to overcome difficulties associated with the concentrated force, an additional constraint has been imposed such that y 12 ≤ 0.5 · y 18 . In contrast to Case 1, a multilevel design scheme has been utilised. Finer meshes used to evaluate function values and sensitivities comprised 8 by 2, 16 by 4, and 32 by 8 knot spans.
Case 3:
This is the most general shape design case considered that includes the design variables s l = (x i , y j ) with i = 8, . . . , 11, 14, . . . , 17 and j = 7, . . . , 18. Similarly to Case 2, an additional tip constraint was introduced and the multilevel design scheme has been utilised.
The numerical results are listed in Table 3 . It is emphasized that the number of elements (e) in the second column refer to the mesh at which physical and sensitivity analyses were performed. In the iterations column, the numbers in parentheses indicate the neglected iterations. The total number of iterations never exceeded 13. The results show around 53 percent decrease in compliance. For Case 2 and Case 3 minor improvements are accounted for the increasing fidelity of the analysis grid utilised in the multilevel scheme. Maintaining the initial volume resulted about 15 percent decrease in the thickness of the shape optimal plate. Optimal shapes are depicted in Figure 5 . Corresponding convergence charts for both the function values and the damping terms are illustrated in Figure 6 . 
V.D. Combined sizing and shape design
At last stiffness tailoring of the shape optimal design attained for Case 3 is performed. The results for the different sets of design variables are presented in Tables 4 and 5 . In comparison to the nominal design, combined shape and stiffness design yields 75 and 80 percent stiffer designs considering constant and variable stiffness laminates, respectively. Designing the thickness pattern contributes to an at most 5 percent additional improvement. Optimal lamination parameter and thickness distributions are depicted in Figures  7 and 8 . 
VI. Conclusions
A NURBS based isogeometric design environment for thin-walled composite shells has been proposed. The framework integrates both stiffness tailoring, i.e. structural sizing, and shape optimal design. While the stiffness design was parameterised in terms of lamination parameters and thickness values defined control point-wise, the set of shape variables naturally comprised selected control point co-ordinates. The optimisation problem has been solved using the method of successive approximations. The different nature of the constructed approximations is worth highlighting. Stiffness tailoring makes use of a separable approximation defined in terms of the compliance tensors and the thickness. In contrast, separability has not been enforced for shape design, and the final form of the approximation is furnished in a simple linear expansion in terms of shape variables. The approach has been verified on compliance minimisation problems. Current work investigates to couple sizing and shape design and perform them in a simultaneous fashion. (c) h/h 0 Figure 8 . In-plane lamination parameter and thickness distributions of the shape optimal variable stiffness and thickness plate using 34 by 10 design points and setting h L = 0.1 · h0
